
Random Passes, and Sets, and Spikes…. Along with 

a Dig here or there….. 

 

 

 

January 2, 2015   (late at night again) 
 

Spent most of my day driving here, there, and then someplace else.  Running 

errands and trying to get stuff done (non-volleyball stuff).  Still trying to cope 

with loss of Kirstin one day at a time.  Jazz called and said she would like to take 

our 10red team (that’s Kirstin’s old team)…. made my day.  I think she is the 

perfect fit for the team and I must have thanked her way to many times.  That 

and the addition of Caroline Hipskind to our youngest team as an assistant to 

Brigitte Slack, put the final touches to our 2015 coaching staff.  Yes, that’s how 

things finally come to be as we are only days away from the start of the season.   

 

Found my self thinking of Kirstin today while driving alone.  The thoughts had me 

drifting back to the early days of our club.  To many memories, not just of wins 

and losses, but of all the lives we effect through all the minutes and hours 

training in all the many gyms over all the many years.  Seemed a lot simpler back 

in the early days.  Train hard and win at all cost.  Results gave us 1st finishes in 

National Qualifiers, 2nd place finishes somewhere in some small gym in Ohio or 

Michigan, no place finish an hour in some direction outside of Fort Wayne, and 

yes, even one or more National Titles.  So much fun working with so many great 

coaches.  Some are still with us and some have gone.  Twenty-seven years from 

the beginning to only days away from the start of yet another season.  We have 

come from training in any small gym we could talk someone into letting us use to 

a rather unique warehouse factory setting with 3 great courts named A, B, and C.  

Nothing really fancy to say the least.  Big warehouse or better yet workhouse 

designed by us for industrial strength volleyball.  Train hard and get better one 

day at a time.   

 

Once again we start the engines and begin the journey.  New set of teams.  Our 

28th year.  I sure wish Kirstin was still with us….. In many ways she will be.  I cannot 

wait to get started knowing she will be close, either on one side of the net or the 

other……   

 

 
Tony Terrell is a non-professional writer….. 

He is a husband ,dad, teacher, and coach who 

crossed path with a volleyball team in 1982, 

that lead to more teams, and then an idea 

called The Fort Wayne Volleyball Club. 


